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NEC GROUP

“We throw a lot at our
Fortinet firewalls, and they
still deliver great security
performance day-in, day-out.
More than that, Fortinet has
helped us stand out from
other venues and deliver
unique new services to our
customers.”
– Patrick McLiddy, Systems &
Infrastructure Manager, NEC
Group

	
  

	
  

Fortinet Performs Under the Security Spotlight
for the NEC Group

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Details
Customer Name: NEC Group
Industry: Venues & Events
Location: Birmingham, UK

Business Challenge
The NEC Group is all about bringing live to life©. The Group is one of the world’s top
venue management companies, operating the NEC, the ICC, the Genting Arena
(formerly the LG Arena) and the Barclaycard Arena (formerly the NIA). It also operates
a national ticketing agency, The Ticket Factory; hospitality brand, amplify; and awardwinning caterer, Amadeus.

	
  
	
  

Business Impact
n

Driven operational and capital
infrastructure savings by consolidating
security for multiple business units into a
single, logically segregated high
performance platform

n

Enabled unique customer offering:
quality-assured, policy-controlled
broadband service for tens of thousands
of event exhibitors each year

n

Achieved compliance objectives for
event ticketing business division and
enabled new revenue streams

n

Assured maximum accuracy and
flexibility for change control via single,
easy-to-use interface, saving time and
money with minimum manpower and
training overheads

Every year, around four million people come together at over 750 events at the NEC
Group’s venues to learn, do business and be entertained. Therefore the NEC Group
network administrators must ensure a stable, secure and high performance broadband
experience for its customers.
These and other IT services for all parts of the Group come under the control of a shared
central IT resource. In addition to providing security for NEC and ICC ‘event
networks’, a key business objective was to consolidate primary firewall capabilities
across all other NEC Group properties including TheTicketFactory.com, venue and
event catering division Amadeus, hospitality package provider Amplify, marketing and
sponsorship consultancy Eight Feet Tall, and event management specialist
MemoryHaus.
The security infrastructure required to enable all these capabilities would need to
deliver:
- Gigabit performance and high availability
- Advanced threat protection capabilities
- The ability to logically separate traffic and apply individual polices using virtualisation
- Fast, accurate and simple management
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Solutions & Results
The NEC Group has used FortiGate appliances since 2004, and
currently uses two HA (high availability) clusters of FortiGate
310B to provide firewall protection for the NEC and ICC event
networks, respectively. Each provides 8Gbps of firewall
throughput, which is ample for coping with spikes in bandwidth
demand caused by visitors and exhibitors at peak times. In fact,
the FortiGate 310B’s traffic shaping capabilities enable each
network to reduce prevailing bandwidth demand to around
300Mbps without any detectable latency. This profile enables
the NEC Group to maintain its connectivity costs at a
manageable and cost-effective level, using 1Gbps links instead
of far more expensive 2Gbps services that would otherwise be
required.
The other key capability is VDOMs (Virtual Domains). This
allows NEC Group to offer what it believes is a unique
capability for venues in the UK: broadband services that are
completely and logically separate rather than shared. Not only
does this assure exhibitors with a higher standard of security
protection without the risk of ‘contamination’ from adjacent
users, but it also equips the Group to effortlessly provision
bespoke security policies that are specific to exhibitors’ unique
set-ups.
“Our event networks accommodate a range of needs from
everyday business exhibitors to global broadcasters and even
political parties who host their annual conferences here,”
explained Patrick McLiddy, Systems & Infrastructure Manager
at NEC Group. “Using Fortinet means they can be sure of a
fully managed feed that gives them guaranteed speeds and QoS
(Quality of Service) – because our network isn’t a free-for-all.
No other venue does this. Thankfully the FortiGate is so easy
to manage that the task of setting up exhibitor after exhibitor,
event after event is very slick.”
According to McLiddy, the NEC Group has never experienced
any service interruptions with Fortinet and has been very
satisfied with the performance and support provided for over a
decade. “To protect our corporate network, we were excited
about embracing the next generation of high performance
hardware coupled with the latest FortiOS, and we knew how
easy it would be to migrate from the old technology to the
new,” he added.

The NEC Group is using FortiGate 600C in a HA cluster as
the first line of firewall defence for its business assets.
Capable of 16Gbps firewall performance at sub-10
microsecond latency, the FortiGate 600C also features 22
hardware accelerated switched ports for maximum physical
internal network segmentation, and scope for 10 virtual
domains. Adopting a consolidated approach, rather than
deploying individual firewalls for each business asset, has
delivered significant savings in capital and operating costs for
NEC Group. These benefits have been extended by a
FortiManager centralised security management appliance and
a FortiAnalyzer logging, analysis and reporting engine.
“The flexibility of the FortiGate platform enables us to
achieve compliance and performance objectives for each
business, individually,” said McLiddy. “Each is completely
separate, but thanks to FortiManager we have a unified view
and a single dashboard for change management and control.
This has saved us a lot on training costs, and means more of
the IT team are able to perform tasks quickly and accurately.
The GUI on all the products is great and – frankly – it means
you don’t have to be a firewall expert to use it.”
TheTicketFactory.com, according to McLiddy, “Sells 2.5m
tickets a year, often in sharp bursts of sales activity, presents
enormous bandwidth and security pressures particularly
around denial of service (DoS) attacks. The FortiGate 600C
has taken it all in its stride, and we’ve had occasions when
5,000 tickets have been sold in 100 seconds without any
disruption. It’s meant we’ve been able to white-label our
ticketing engine to other event providers to provide branded
event websites helping drive conversions and revenue.
Scaling up will be simple without adding any new
infrastructure.”
The evolution of the NEC Group’s security infrastructure is
likely to see further consolidation opportunities as McLiddy
and his team develop the business case for turning-on
additional security capabilities within each FortiGate
appliance. “We’re evaluating extra features that add layers of
protection without impacting performance. Web filtering is a
potential avenue at the moment, as is two-factor
authentication – both of which the FortiOS is certified to
deliver at very high speeds.”
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